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1.

Introduction
This paper raises some issues in the general area of multi-objective

interactive programming some of which have been raised by previous authors.
In making my points I will select certain existing pie:es of material for
illustrative pruposes only, but much of what I wi.11 say applies in some form
to all methods of which I know.

The points certainly apply to my own work,

the purpose, hitherto, being to study the properties of specific methods
under specific assumptions and, although it makes a modest contribution to the
area in this sense, it leaves open considerable questions.
I will not cite the numerous pieces of work in this area, and will assume
enough familiarity with these by the audience for my modest purposes.
In order to keep the matter simple I will begin by making certain assumptions which in certain cases may be taken to be self-evident, although they
apply hy no means to all cases.
(i)

There is an implicitly, or explicitly, specified real (actually

available) set

X

. n
Cl!<

--; ·.

of feasible actions, with

X compact in the

natural or discrete topology (this assumption is merely there to ensure
that surrogate optimisations, or orderings, will give solutions).
(ii)

There exists
with

m identifiable objective· functions,

r =

{i},

continuous in the appropriate topology (again

this is merely to ensure that we do obtain solutions).

2.

r

(iii)

is fixed

may, in principle, be changed from time to time as

(f

the procedure so requires to allow for recognition of new obj ec tives,
and/or the demotion of initial objectives, but, as far as I know,

r

all methods keep

fixed throughout, although Brill et.al. [ l],

McGarity et.al. [2] do discuss this problem).
(iv)

If the decision maker is presented with a pair
then

f

will be at least as good as

f'

{f,f'}

with

f

>

f'

for the decision maker

(this is the 'monotone preference assumption', very counnonly assumed,
and is clearly self-evident and incontentious in many situations;
it also forms the basis for concentration onthe use of efficient
sets, so often in the literature).
The general structure of much multi-objective interactive programming is as
follows.
I
II

A problem, defined in terms of (i), (ii) above, is specified.
Some prior assumption about the nature of the decision maker's
preferences, indifferences, or uncertainties is made (e.g. the exist-

Ill

ence, in principle, of a value function,

u

concave on

f .

Z).

We call these assumptions

Some intialisation step selects a set
ing a subset

1
X

of

r.,n
iK

3- 1 .:../R m

and then finding

also it is not necessary that

1 1 .::.

which is

f(X),

(this may be by select-

1
f (X ),

but need not be so;

but is usually so, Morris

and Oren [3] being a notable exception).
IV

. .
The decision
maker is consulted about his preferences over "'::11,
J

and

these are expressed in some form, involving indifferences, preferences,
unsuri ties, say by
V

~l

R1

is used to construct a surrogate, or set of surrogates,

j

1

for

~O1
VI /J

. use d to generate a new set~
"'1.. 2
is
,

repeated.

rep lacing

J1

,

and the process
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VII

The process is stopped by some stopping rule, (e.g. in the extreme
case it is stopped when the decision maker feels that his preferred
solution to date at iteration

r

is acceptable to him,

whereas, in

other cases, the process is stopped only when, in the light o f f ,
the solution is actually optimal).
The ideal, and most powerful, situation is one in which

~

is strong

enough for the optimal solution to be computed (e.8. when the value function
u(f)

is explicit in~ ) .

practice.

This is also the least realisable situation in

The worst case, when* X is large, arises when

~

is equivalent to

(i), (ii) of our asswnptions where all we can do is to present the decision
maker with a subset of

f(X)

and leave him to choose.

(iv), we can restrict this to the efficient set, C'(x).

If we include asswnption
This is the easiest to

operate, but the least powerful in making use of available information.
of course, the least demanding in prior assumptions

f.

It is,

(Marcotte and Soland

[4] use a branch and bound method in which the assumptions

f

are as for (i), (ii)

but allow the decision maker to express his preferences from time to time, but
no use is made of these to construct surrogates { 2, r}).
We should note that if any learning is to take place this can only be done
in the context of appropriate assumptions in

cf,

or, at the very least, through

some attempt to develop some such assumptions as the process evolves.
It is the unacceptability of either of these extremes, when'fF X is large,
which has given rise to the attempt to compromise between them in the form of
multi-objective interactive progranuning.
many

{X,f}

Also partly inthe knowledge that, for

situations, tight specifications are not necessary, even if optimal

solutions are required.
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the steps
selected points of view via a series of questions.

II, IV-VII

from
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2.

Prior Assumptions
How is

Q 2.1

B)

5) a-r-rived

at?

Typical assumptions are as follows:
(a)

There exists a value function

(b)

u

~IKm

1
➔ R '

is compatible with this

r.

this value function is:
differentiable on

(d)

z

remains fixed throughout the process and H r

at all stages
(c)

u :

linear on

Z· concave on

'

Z·,

continuous on

Z·,

z.

There exists a cone order structure for

f>

x,y E X,

x.

x-y EJ\/{O} +y is preferrrd to

These are but a few of many used.

i.e.

:1

A

~\Rm

such that

The question is how we arrive at these

assumptions.
(a) is very fundamental and may be largely a matter of a fundamental belief
that such a

u

must always exist at the heart of the matter, and it merely

remains to elicit it via some procedure.

Alternatively it may be based on

evidence available prior to the study of this problem, but on what sort of
evidence ?
(b) raises the issue of whether the decision maker may, for some reason,
change his

u

during the process.

s tudy of the problem, that

u

In any event, how do we know, prior to the

will remain the same?

(c) raises issues which have not been properly dealt with in the literature.
Gaft and Ozernoi [8] do refer to axiomatics and the validation,

for example, of

independence conditions, but exactly how is this to be done in practice?
f or example ways of checking on the linearity assumption, viz. that
m

u(f)

I

i=l

i

>..f
'
1

m

>. > O,

I

i=l

>.. = 1.
i

There are,
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However, if this is to be validated to an adequate degree of satisfaction,
is it not likely that we would arrive at a situation in which

A is reasonably

well known anyhow, and in which there is no need for the further interactions to
solve

{X,f}?
The question of concavity raises similar problems with, perhaps, an added

difficulty.

Assuming that concavity is to be validated by a process of preference

elicitation, one way to do this is to show that if
good as

f,

then H' + (1-A)f"

f' ,f"

is at least as food as

This is, of course, only supporting evidence, since

are e 4 ch at least as
f,

V A E [0,1].
u

may only be quasi

concave.
Alternatively, if we are prepared to assume the utility axioms, then
u concave
where

-+
+-

'f'Af"'

is at least as good as
means

'f',f"

with probabilities

f'Af",

A, 1-A

VA

E

[O,l]

respectively'.

Again, however, if we are to know enough to validate such assumptions prior
to studying the problem

{X,f} ,

are we not likely to know enough about

u

to

be able to dispense with further interactions?
There are preference elicitation methods for continuity of value functions
(.e.g see Fishburn [7], Theorems 3.5,3.6).

If we accept (i) and certain intuitively

reasonable properties of the preference order (which would, for example, be violated
by lexicographic non-Archimedean behaviour) then continuity need not be demonstrated
by actual preference operations in the same way as linearlity and concavity.

None-

theless, if we require continuous utilities, as distinct from values, no preference
elicitation methods seem to be available, whereas, for value functions, some
considerable freedom is available

in the choice of such.

Utilities are unique up

to positive affine transformations and discontinuities in utilities cannot be
removed.
Differentiability requirements are even worse.

I know of no preference
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elicitation methods for differentiability for values for utilities.
There is also a further important issue arising from the above.
ation process may require going outside the set

X.

Thus is

The valid-

X is discrete,

the validation of linearity may require at least considering the convex hull
of

X.

For the validation of concavity, this may require taking the mixture

space of

X.

One of the stated values of interactive methods (see Wallenius and

Ziontz [5])is that, by restricting choice to the actual problem being solved, more
realistic answers will be given by the decision maker.

This seems eminently

acceptable, but it does pose problems for the prior validation of@.

Consider,

for example, the problem of deciding where to locate nuseries (see Benito and
Devaux [6])

if the decision maker is expected to consider probability

mixtures

of his options just to validate any prior assumptions, where he is unlikely to be
pursuaded to move outside
The form of ~

X.

given in (d) (see Yu [9])

the precision required for

5)

in (a) and (c).

is an attempt to get away from
It stems from 'efficiency' ideas

m

I

when A

and is compatible with my assumption
"'·i = l},
i=l
(iv), which may be self-evident in many instances. Once we depart from this

special case, the prior validation of
discussed.

f

raises similar issues to those already

Other related work occurs in Steuer [10], who puts prior bounds on

vei ghting factors, and in White [ 11], who assumes that
IOm+

A -=-"'-

po 1ytope
1,. f(y),

V)..

E A.

x,y E X,

,

x

f

is such that, for some

is at least as good as

y

t

H(x)

>

In the latter case a reason was given that the decisionmaker

acts as if he has a set of possible linear objective functions, but, at the time
of the analysis, does not know which is the true one.

Q.2.2

Is

fP

But how do we validate this?

mer e ly a reasonable starting hypothesis?

For certain reasons

f

may be chosen merely as something 'reasonable' to

begin with in the light of whatever evidence is available.

For example, given

the intuitive appeal of weighting factor approaches, such an assumption may be

7.

made for the purpose of getting the analysis under way.

However, nothing seems

to exist in any positive form for checking such assumptions as part of the interactive process.

Wallenius and Ziontz, [SJ, for example, have an implicit check

on their linearlity assumption by discarding old responses which do not enable
them to find a feasible surrogate

,gr

(=Ar)

at the

r

th

This is no

stage.

validation of linearity,

but merely a consistency check.

that, for some problems,

{X,f},

It seems possible

the process might continue without any incon-

3J

sistencies being identified, with the underlying

not being linear, and the

final solution achieved being somewhat non-optimal, although best in the set

Jr.

As Graft and Ozernoi [8] point out, there may be many models,

. h given
.
or •
wit
responses,~

'iJ,

compatible

It is not enough that the responses be compatible if

we wish to have confidence in the goodness of the solution relative to achievable
solutions in

Q.2.3

X.

Does the statement of ffe include any reference to changes in underlying
preferences which may, or will, take place as the process evolves ?
It is acknowledged that~ r

Duckstein et.al [12]).

may change as the process evolves (e.g. see

No attempt exists, to my knowledge, to structure the

manner in which such changes take place, and to adapt the interactive method to
this in any structured way.

It seems important that, if methods are not to be

ad hoc methods, a study of such evolution would be needed.

It is, of course, true

that the evolution would depend on the method and on the way in which the
responses evolve.

Q.2.4

Does the statement of fJ include any reference to errors in responses
by t he decision maker relative to some underlying preference structure?
It seems possible, for example, that an underlying linear model may be

valid, but that, in making a choice between

x

and

y

in

X,

the decision-

m

maker may act as if the true

A

is

A+£

(

l

i=l

£.

l.

= 0),

where

£

is a random

8.

variable.

Clearly the examination of such possibilities is important, but a

limited amount of examination of the foundations of such a
been given.

f

seems to have

It is, of course, related to probabilistic choice, a topic <level-

oped by Debreu [13], Luce and Raiffa [14], Stewart [15] and Dendrou et.al.
[16], although the foundations for the approaches given is not studied.
There is also the conceptual problem of interpreting such a model.

Is

A to be interpreted as a 'true weighting factor', but the decision maker
making erroneous responses so that he may actually 'prefer'
Af(x) > Af(y),
response?
y

over

but

Or is
x?

£

he may actually 'choose'

y

to

rather than

x

y

if

as his

to be some measure of his uncertainty of preference for

Thus, given the probability distribution for

the probability that

x

(A+£)f(x)

>

(A+£)f(y),

as the probability that he prefers

x

to

£,

we can evaluate

and is this th~n to be interpreted

y?

This is the interpretation given

by the above authors and makes it difficult to define a 'good solution' in some
cases.
The likelihood of errors will depend upon the actual interactive method
used.

Even for methods involving trade-off questions (e.g. Dyer,Feinberg and

Geoffrion [24],
this.

Wallenius and Zionts [5])

there will be different ways of doing
The difficulty is that the true j>

Feinberg [41] studies this problem.

(if there is one) is really unknown (e.g.

u

assessment depends upon the (unknown)

Nonetheless, it does not seem possible

u.

unknown), and the reliability

to do otherwise than Feinberg does.

Q.2.5

Does jJ take a descriptive foPm or is there any irrrplied rationality of
behaviour incorporated?
The question of 'descriptive' vs. 'prescriptive' decision analysis has been

studied very considerably by many authors (e.g. see Conrath [17], French [18],
White [19]).

I will not dwell on the general content of such studies but merely

9.

raise a few questions in the context of multi-objective interactive programming.
In all methods I have seen, no attempt has been made to incorporate an examination
of the rationality of the decision maker's responses in any sense.

It has been

recognised that decision makers may change their minds, or formulate their preferences as a result of the interactive process (e.fl. see Duckstein et.al [12]), but
that is all, and the methods all take the descriptive view point and base the analysi:
on actual responses without question to a large extent.
The first obvious question is whether the decision maker is 'coherent' in
the Morgenstern and von Neumann sense (see [20])

or in the Savage sense (see

[21]), and, if not, whether the decision making should be 'induced' to become
coherent.

This problem is, I think, quite a deep one e.g. why should the

decision maker be guided towards coherence?

It is not independent of assumption

(a) of Q 2.1, as to whether there is some underlying coherent

u

towards which

the decision maker might be guided, although his actual responses may exhibit
i ncoherence.

If we do achieve such convergence, how do we know that we will

arrive at this particular

u?

Graft and Ozernoi [8] and French [19], do mention axiomatics and the
questions of independence of various kinds, dealt with more deeply in Keeney
and Raiffa [22].

However, I do not view these axioms in the same light as

thos e of Morgenstern, von Neumann, and Savage, since they may be taken to be
es sentially descriptive in intent to determine whether independence conditions
hold, or whether particular utility forms hold.

However, they do raise the

question of whether the decision maker's assessment recognises such dependencies
whe n he should (see French (18]).
There are, of course, other postulates of rational behaviour, e.g.
irrelevant alternatives, transitivity, etc. (see White [23])
be examined, but, in the context of multi-objective
do not seem to have been.

which might well

interactive progrannning,

10.

Later on we will raise the question of partition of objectives as a deliberate
ploy for surrogate me_thods.

There is, however, the question of exactly how a

decision maker carries out his comparisons of multi-objective options.

Duckstein

et.al. [12] suggest that they do partition them, e.g. by concentration on the
more important objectives initially and then on the next most important, and so
on.

It would seem that the possibility of erroneous comparisons arising from this

sort of approach may arise.

I know of no study of the rationality of such

procedures in the context of specific situations.

This question is also related

to Q.2.4.
As has been indicated in Q.2.1 rationality questions, at least of the
Morgenstern, von Neumann and Savage type, may involve going outside the set
X,

a point to which we will return later on when we discuss the actual methods

used.
Finally there are other forms of rationality which really arise from
perception problems, which may be sources of irrational behaviour, and, in any
event, are important in themselves.

For example, in the siting of emergency

services, the time factor may be one objective.

Multi-objective interactive

prograrrnning, as it now seems to stand, would not involve the decision maker in
any study of the various real effects of time, and will just reflect his existing
values, whereas a deeper understanding of the real effects on life, property, costs
and so on, might significantly change these values.

Of course, as indicated by

Duckstein et.al. [12] values will change as the process evolves, and may well do
so because the continual need to re-evaluate comparisons forces a deeper
appraisal, but this is not an explicit part of the methods as yet.
of such changes may be that

r

The consequence

should be overtly changed as indicated in

assumption (iii) as part of the method.

11.

3.

Decision M.a ker Interactions

When the decisionmaker responds to questions of choice between

Q.3.1

y,

x

and

how should we interpret these?

If a decision maker is limited to indicating that he is indifferent between
x

and

y,

or prefers

x

to

y,

or vice versa, how do we know that such choices

are not forced (e.g. see the method of Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24])?
he really indifferent between
a judgement?

x

and

y,

Is

or would he really prefer not to make

The difference between 'indifference' and 'incomparibility' is,

operationally, an unsolved problem as far as I know.
'apparent' irrationality as the process evolves.

It may also be a source of

To what extent can we really

expect decision makers to 'know their minds' and what can be added to the
procedure in order to help?
Even if we are prepared to accept a certain amount of knowing of minds, there
will be errors of response, a point raised in Q.2.4.

How can we recognise that a

response may be simply an error in relationship to some underlying

i} and not

just a relatively random response in the light of the method used?

The well

known difficulties of finding gradients in the method of Dyer, Feinberg and
Geoff rion [ 24) illustrate this, but it also applies when options are somewhat
different in their objective function levels.
Stewart [1 5], Dendrou et.al. [16] introduce the concept of the 'probability
that

x

is preferred to

would choose
to

y.

x

y'.

rather than

In this sense a decision maker responding that he
y

would not necessarily mean that he prefers

x

Indeed once such probabilistic behaviour is introduced it becomes very

difficult to decide on what 'preference' really means, despite the known results
of Debreu [13] and Luce [14], at least if one is attempting to arrive at a 'good'
solution in some sense.

12.

Q.3.2

When the decision maker is asked by how much he is prepared to relax
constraints on objective function levels, or to state satisficing
levels, what is the justification for his response?
In many methods (e.g. Benayoun et.al. [28], Masud [25], Michalowski .and

and Piotrowski [26]) the decision maker is asked to make statements about
'satisficing levels', or statements about which 'relaxations' he is prepared
to make, and which he is not, for the various objective functions.

How can the

decision maker make such judgements when he does not know the implications of
his statements in this matter in terms of the exclusion of better solutions?
The decision maker may make such judgements in the light of the evaluation of
the process to date, but they depend not only on~,

but on the method used and

on the actual sequence of data generated.
Depraetere, et.al. [27] discuss the highly data sequence dependency of
the m~thod of Wallenius and Ziontz [5] and, although this is not of the kind
of method discussed in this question, the point is relevant to other methods
and makes the decision makers' responses so dependent.

Q.3.3

Should the decision maker be asked questions only about options in
his real option set X?
As has been indicated in Q.2.1, Wallenius and Zionts [SJ believe that this

is almost essential to obtain reliable responses to the preference questions
asked.

Is this so, and if so, what evidence exists to support this?
The question is fundamentally important from two points of view.
First of all, as has been indicated in Q.2.1 and Q.2.5, validation of

and rationality considerations may need that we go outside
Secondly if we are allowed to go outside

X,

X.

certain advantages accrue.

For example for linear problems, it would be possible to determine the weighting
factors quite easily by a series of simple indifference questions to the decision

13.

maker.

Alternatively one might wish to extend the method of Dyer, Feinberg and

Geoffrion [24] to cases when
Vv(x)

at points

X

t

X

X is discrete, and the possibility of evaluating

would be helpful.

The extension of

X,

in

principle (although not necessarily realisable) to its convex hull for these
purposes might be helpful.

It is also to be noted that the use of the ideal

point (see Zeleny [29]) would, in general, violate the requirement to keep
in

X if it were used for preference purposes, rather than simply for bounding

purposes.

Mercotte and Soland [4] do require the comparison, by the decision

maker, of the best point to date and the ideal point of subsets of

X.

If

this is acceptable for this purpose, why not in general?
Of course, we are trying to solve { .X,f}
X might be counter productive.
outside

and too much time spent outside

Never-the-less, the question of whether going

X would lose confidence in the validity of the responses, and, if

not, how we should then get an appropriate compromise, is important.
paper of which I know which actually does allow comp.arisons outside

The only
X is that of

Morris and Oren [3], and they argue that, if this is acceptable, it can be easier
to get certain responses from the decision maker.

Q.3.4.

Should the decisionmaker be asked to compare options on the basis of
more than 2 objective functions?
It is often cited that decision makers cannot simultaneously compare more

than 7 objective functions simultaneously.

What real evidence do we have as

to errors in comparisons arising from different numbers of objectives?

If it

seems desirable that methods should be devised to partition the objectives, what
steps should be taken to cater for the possibility that objectives do not always
satisfy preference independence conditions, and what losses of performance will
arise from using such methods?

Hopkins et.al. [30] do consider such possibilities,

for the conditions of Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24], but for which independence
conditions need not hold.

4.

The Surrogates

Should the surrogate_,,8 r

Q. 4 . 1

be s o designed to ensure that it generates at

leas t one point whieh is at least as good as the bes t point to date?
For some methods_j r

satisfies this requirement (e.g. the method of Dyer

Fe inb e rg and Geoffrion [2 4 ]).

For some methods this is not the case.

Thus, for

example, Depraetere et.al. [ 27] point out that the method of Zionts and Wallenius
[ 5 ] may produce a sequence of points which are not monotone non-decreasing in
pre f erences, and that such behaviour can result in loss of confidence by the
decision maker.

It may also be that it may lead to erroneous responses at the

nex t stage (e.g. see Q.3.2, and Q.5.1-3 on stopping discussed later on).

The same

point applies to the method of White [33].

Should the surrogate,& r

Q. 4.2

enable the eons equenees of errors i n its

application t o be ass essed?
As has been pointed out by many people the method of Dyer, Feinberg and
Geoff rion [ 24 ] is prone to error in the assessment of gradients.

Also as has been

pointe d out by Ravinandranand Sadogopan [31], the 'line search' method involved
is di f f icult, and hence prone to error.
an error analysis is that of Dyer
iss ues .

The only paper I have seen which attempts

[32].

This, in itself, raises interpretation

The net result is that, given certain properties of the errors, any

l i mit point obtained by the method will be within a certain distance
optimal u tility

u*.

. of the

However, the assumption (a) of Q.2.1 only requires that

'u exi sts in principle', and no methods actually find
p r e t this result?

E

Also, even assuming

pos i t i ve affine transformations only.

u

u.

Hence how do we inter-

is a utility, it is unique up to

Hence the use of absolute or percentage

errors is que stionable because these are not invariant with the transformation.
How can such an analysis be converted to an interpretable form?

There is also

t he question of having prior bounds on the errors in the first place.
do this operationally?
bu t how?

How can we

All methods should incorporate some error assessment analysis,

15.

Sage and White [40] discuss a method for discrete probl ems for finding the
best

N pojnts 1n

X.

This provides

some

snfcgu;i.rd against e rror s a r i si ng

the process and the decision maker can then choose from the final set.

in

Even so,

if the solutions are c lose in a value sense, similar points arise as before.
The method is inapplicable, without an arbitrary filter process such as that of
Harris and Steuer [3 5], for non-discrete problems.

Should the Surrogate )

Q.4.3

r

be related to the asswnption ~?

In some methods part of the surrogate,& r

is somewhat arbitrary.

For

example, many methods use the 'ideal point - L-p metric' combination to direct the
search in directions which are thought to give better solutions eventually
(see Zeleny [ 29]), Benayo.un [28] (p=2), Steuer [34], Harris and Steuer [35]).
Zeleny [2 9] goe s even further than most and suggests that, as an axiom of choice,
alternatives which are closer to the ideal point are to be preferred to those
which are f urther away.
certainly , for L

p

This begs the question of the measure of closeness, but

metrics, this need not be the case unless, a priori,

involves refe rence to such metrics.

Of course, if assumption (a) of Q.2.1 holds,

we could def ine closeness in terms of
d(f,f*)

=

lfJ

u, so that, if

f*

is the ideal point,

lu(f)-u(f*) I

but this need not even be a metric.

For the case of linear

u,

d(f,f')

defined above need not be a metric, although it will be equivalent to

1

as
1

for

f = f* .
It is to be noted that although (e.g. see Dinkelback and Isermann [36])
methods involving weighted norms exist which generate subsets of the efficient
set, the weights have to be varied to obtain this set, even though

p

may be

fixed, and hence this is really not a case of a single measure of closeness.
The filtering methods of Steuer [34] and Steuer and Harris [35] are important,
but exclusion on the basis of

d,

defined in terms of the

LP

metric, seems
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quite arb.itrary unless a priori related to~.
The method of Belenson and Kapur [37] introduces another surrogate for
producing a special weighting factor (based on maximin ideas, and datum objective function values

{fi(xJ)},

used to generate a point in
but it is not linked to

fP

where

xj

maximises

fJ

over

X), which is

X which is thought to be a useful starting point,
in any way and is quite arbitrary.

Many methods use the weighting factor approach to determine efficient
solutions which are then used as a basis of the interactive method.
arises the question of how the weighting factors are selected.
is to try to get a representative set,

There then

A natural approach

but, as Harris and Steuer [35] point out,

a representative set based on some equality of separation of the set need not
produce efficient solutions even approximately equally separated.

We can go

further, viz. even if we had an equally separated set of efficient solutions, they
need, by no means, be equally separated in terms of
equal separation in
terms of

Q.4.4

u

X raises the same problems.

if this existed.

Even

Indeed even equal separation in

itself poses problems of interpretation.

or
Should surrogates ,o
set

u,

try to get a reasonable coverage of the option

X?

Some surrogate methods (e.g. Hopkins et.al. [30], and Gabbani and
Magazine [38])

can end up exploring only part of the

good solutions may be missed.

X set, with the risk that

Some methods can ensure that, if so required,

solutions which are optimal, or near optimal, may be obtained, dependent on the
specification of

ff>

(e.g. Wallenius and Zionts, [SJ, Dyer, Feinberg and

Geoffrion [24], White [33]).

How do we know, for a given method, what risks we

run in this respect?
Torn [38] discusses this problem.
basis is used.

One suggestion is that a random sampling

The difficulty with this is one of determining the sample size

N
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so that the final solution is within a sepcified distance, in
u*,

when such a

5.
Q.5.1

u

u

terms, from

exists hut is not known.

Stopping Rules

Should the stopping rules allow for the determination of whether a
particular solution is optimal or not relative to lfJ ?
Some stopping rules make no reference to the optimality or otherwise of

particular solutions, and the decision maker merely judges in the light of
the performance of the method as to whether to stop or not (e.g. see Marcotte
and Soland [ 4], Steuer [34]).
Some stopping rules allow a particular solution to be identified as 'optimal'
if certain conditions are satisfied, but not necessarily identifying it as 'nonoptimal' if the conditions are not satisfied.

(e.g. see White [33]).

Some stopping rules allow particular solutions to be identified as optimal
if and only if certain conditions are satisfied (e.g. Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion
[24], Wallenius and Zionts [5]).
The latter group are the ideal ones, but the ability to obtain such properties
rests heavily on the form of

Q.5.2

3J

assumed.

Should the stopping rules provide some information for the decision
maker on the closeness of any solution to an optimal solution?
As has been indicated in Q.3.2 the decision maker is expected to make certain

valuation judgements based on the data generated to date, and, perhaps, on other
external considerations, but no guidance is given in any formal way as to the
implications of such judgements.

The stopping judgement is one such judgement.

With no penalty in the form of time, cost, or mental energy, there is no reason why
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the process should not continue indefinitely, but, of course, there are penalties.
No attempt seems to exist to formally incorporate these considerations as
objectives, but this is possible to some extent.
Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24],

if

f

1

For example, in the method of

is a monetary cost, and the cost of a

further decision maker interaction and any computations can be identified, even in
terms of bounds,
modifying

u

can then directly take account of these consideration by

and conditions for which it is not worthwhile to continue can be

identified.

If such considerations are not part of

to account for these.

r,

then

r

can be modified

For matters such as pure mental energy, little theory

exists, although Good [39] does attempt to develop a framework for this.
Reference was made in Q.4.3 to the problem of giving meaning to equal
separations of the
problem.

u

values.

In Q.5.3 we will make reference to the convergence

These are clearly related to the stopping problem, but the problem of

interpretting differences in

u

values is difficult.

It can be argued, as we

have done in Q.5.2>that the problem can only be solved by embedding it in an
appropriate decision framework which avoid having to do this.

Q. 5 .3

Should stopping rules make reference to the convergence of the process
to optimal solutions?
Some methods do, either by implication since they are finite (e.g. Wallenius

and Zionts [5], Marcotte and Soland [4]),or because

&J

has certain properties

(e.g. Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24], White [33] , guarantee convergence of the
actual sequence, or of some appropriate subsequence, to an optimal solution). This is,
of course, related to

Q.5.2.

From the point of view of decision maker confidence

such a property would seem useful.

If a method can result in apparently wildly

fluctuating solutions being generated by the method it would celarly have an impact
on the decision maker.

Even methods which only guarentee the existence of

convergent subsequences may exhibit such behaviour (e.g. see White [33]).

In such

cases there is also the difficulty of actually identifying such convergent subsubsequences,
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6.

Where Do we Stand?
The previous sections raise a series of questions which relate to th e

s c i e ntifi c foundations of multi-objective interactive programming.

The refer-

ences given are for illustration purposes only and I believe that all methods so
far developed are subject to critique from some, if not all, of the points
express e d.

Indeed this is likely to be so for any method developed.

The

essential question for us is the following one.

Q.6.1

For whi ch i dentifiable circwnstances is which method the best and &n
what s ens e is i t the best?
Empirical studies have been carried out on the comparison of selected

methods.

For example Wallenius [42] carried out experiments to ass.ess the

me thods of Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24], Benayoun [28], and a trial and
e r r or, unstructured approach of Dyer [43], on the basis of the criteria:
( 1 ) confidence in final solution;

(2) ease of use;

(4 ) usefulness of information provided;
time .

(3) ease of understanding;

(5) rate of convergence;

(6) computer

These factors are clearly important and, indeed, are related to the

questions already raised 1n this paper.

For example: (2), (3) are related to

po~sibilities of error; (4) is related to the surrogates, and to judgements which
t he deci sion makers have to make; (5), (6) relate to questions of stopping in
the light of resources being consumed.
Criterion (1) does pose difficulties, as the author points out, and his
experime nts gave a large amount of randomness between the methods.

It does raise

the que stion of how the decision makers interpreted the 'goodness of solution',
since, i n principle, this must depend on the achievable optima, when such optima
exist, and then some of the previous questions come to mind.

Attempts to design

expe r ime nts with prior known optima may significantly prejudice the value of
t he exp e riment.
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In addition no attempt is made to validate the conditions required for the
method of Dyer, Feinberg and Geoffrion [24], again raising issues as to the
status of any solution obtained.

Some experiments (e.g. Wallenius and Zionts [5]) specify

'j)

abstractly, and

are then really a test of computational load only.
These points raise the following question.
Q.6.2

Should any method be teste~in abstract at least, against deviations
from asswrrptions explicit in

f/J

?

Since there must be some uncertainty in the validity of assumptions made
it seems clear, for example, that any method involving linearity assumptions should be tested against deviations from this assumption.
that linearly based methods would perform well for a range of

It may well be
{X,f}

problems.

Indeed it is conceivable that such methods might actually give optimal solutions
in some non-linear cases.
example, Q.2.1 - Q.2.4

If such experiments gave positive results then, for

would not pose quite the same hurdle as they now seem to do.

Finally we ask the final question.

Q. 6.3

In the light of all the questions posed so far, is it likely that a
random sampling method, as for example proposed by Torn [38] would be
the 'best ' general method?
I know of no experiment designed to study this question, even for abstract

well defined

5J

cases.

Wallenius' [42] experiment seems to support the hypothesis

that the simple trial and error method of Dyer [43] performs at least as well, in
terms of the final solution obtained, as the method of Dyer, Feinberg and
Geoffrion [24], although Dyer's own results do not support this contention.
method is not a random sampling method, but the results suggest that random
sampling might do just as well.

The
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